The
SCHOOL
THEATRE
POST-MORTEM
DEMYSTIFIED
Pro tips for turning your production
experience into a compelling,
data-based story...with your
department as the protagonist!
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Looking Back

TO GET AHEAD
After a show closes, it’s important for everyone involved—from students all the way up
to your administration—to be able to reflect on the experience. Not only does this
allow for deeper learning opportunities, it also provides you as a Producer with
valuable insights into what worked, what could have been more successful, and how
you might choose to approach your next season or production.
In order to get the most value out of your postmortem analysis, you’ll want to address
different topics in different ways, with different Stakeholders.
Your post-production goals for wrapping up the educational experience with students,
for example, will be quite different from what you hope to achieve in the way of
internal reflection and housekeeping with your Production Team or leveraging your
successes with administrators to position your program for future support.

We’ve broken the entire process down for you to
create an easy-to-follow road map. Follow the
processes in the pages ahead and you’ll be amazed at
how much useful information you can glean...and how
easy it is to create a growth mindset for your
students, your colleagues, your administration,
and even yourself!

T H E S C H O O L T H E AT R E P O S T- M O RT E M D E M Y S T I F I E D
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The

COMPANY
MEETING
Schedule a final meeting with the entire Company to reflect on the production you’ve just closed.
This is a time for congratulations and acknowledgment of all the hard work that paid off. It’s also a
great opportunity to identify and frame learning experiences in a constructive way that teaches
students to embrace the success and failures inherent in any artistic endeavor.
The key is for the other adults involved in the production to model a growth mindset by
introducing a process of combined evaluation and celebration.
By leading students through the following exercises, you enable them to celebrate their successes
while making note of areas in which they can improve and looking to the future with concrete goals
and confidence.
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BEST PRACTICES
Be sure to incorporate:

SELF-EVALUATION
Invite students and other production team members to self-reflect on topics including:
Did we meet our creative objectives?
What are we particularly proud of?
What might we have done differently to achieve our goals?

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Read any congratulatory communications or reviews aloud, then ask individuals to share
audience feedback that they may have received directly.

CREATE A POSITIVE SENSE
OF COMPLETION
Put the show to bed, so to speak, with positive feelings for the adventure you’ve shared.
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The

FINAL
PRODUCTION
MEETING
Gather your full production team one last time for a deeper analysis of how the production went. It
is strongly recommended that this be an adults-only meeting, to allow for complete candor in your
discussion of any problems that may have arisen.

BEST PRACTICES
Your discussion should include:

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
These may be a combination of departmental, curricular, mission-based, or administrative goals
that had been identified prior to the start of production.
Did you meet the educational goals you set for the students involved in the production?
How was the production received by the community? Look to specific evidence for this
analysis, including:
Lobby talk, applause, immediate response during production
Published reviews from school/local media
Social media posts
Feedback from administration and other colleagues
Feedback from other stakeholders
Attendance and involvement at talk-backs
Ticket sales
Merchandise sales
Donations
Offers for future partnerships (program advertising, for example)
Any other internal goals you had set for the production.
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Did You Know?
On The Stage offers an all-in-one solution for the business side of running your
production. Ticketing, promotion, audience engagement, box office
management—even a fully integrated online production and streaming platform.
It’s all built right in, with an effortless reporting function that allows you to access
and analyze all your important data at the click of a button. From pre-pro all the
way to post-mortem and beyond, we make your job easier so you can focus on
what matters most.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ON THE STAGE TODAY!

FINANCIAL REVIEW
Be sure to prepare your financial reports in advance so that you can facilitate a productive and
nuanced discussion of the following:
Did you stay within your budget?
Where did you overspend? Why, and was it worth it?
Where did you under spend? Why? What impact might you have gained if you had
invested more in this area?
What does your data tell you about:
Ticket sales?
Merchandise sales?
Marketing costs and return on investment?
Did you reach as wide an audience as you might have? If not, where could you have
invested more time, energy, or money?
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LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES
What might you have done differently to achieve your artistic and financial goals?
Consider:

Time management

Did you use your time wisely during:
Pre-production
Rehearsal
Production meetings

Division of labor

Are there tasks you could have delegated differently to enhance your
final product or enable greater success?

Marketing, promotion, and sales (including ticketing
and merchandise)

Could you have delegated tasks or adopted systems for a better outcome in
these areas?

Accessibility issues

Are there changes to your physical space or is there technology that
could be put to work to enable a safer, more inclusive experience for your audience
and/or members of the production?
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The

ADMINISTRATIVE
RECAP
Schedule a final meeting with your administration, especially if they’ve partnered with you to
support a show with sensitive themes or approved increased expenditures. The more
administrative decision makers know about the valuable work you do and the excellent educational
outcomes you achieve, the likelier they’ll be to support your program in the future.
The meeting itself should be part housekeeping and part self-promotion. Think of this as your
chance to use everything you’ve learned and accomplished during this most recent
production—and how those things speak to the bigger picture—to position your entire department
for greater visibility, more creative latitude, or even a better budget going forward.
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BEST PRACTICES
Topics to present upon include:

ACHIEVEMENTS AND AREAS
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
Educational goals that were met or exceeded;
Highlights of audience and/or community response, both anecdotal and published or
hard copy;
Feedback from any stakeholders with whom you’ve partnered;
Overall reflection on the production from the Company.

RELEVANT DATA IN CONTEXT
Provide your administration with all the data you’ve gathered, presented in a way that tells a
compelling story about the work you’ve done and everything you have achieved. Numbers don’t
have to be dry and they don’t always speak obviously for themselves. Take the time to analyze
the cold, hard facts from the perspective of what they say about the less tangible gains
you’ve made.

PRESENT THIS DATA:
Budget - original vs. final

IN THIS CONTEXT:
...with reflections from the Production team
about how certain expenditures affected
the final outcome.

Revenue - ticket sales,

...as a production-specific breakdown,as

merchandise sales,

well as in terms of season-over-season or

donations

year-over-year growth.
Be sure to point to the whys wherever
possible, not just the numbers themselves.
On The Stage makes this easy with built-in
reports to give you a nuanced look at your
data from many different angles.
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PRESENT THIS DATA:
Audience engagement

IN THIS CONTEXT:
...with quantitative and qualitative
examples to show the impact your
production had on your community. Be sure
to consider not just your attendance
numbers for the actual performance(s), but
also participation in supplementary
programming (such as talkbacks, round
table discussions, or co-curricular events),
relationships that were established (such
as opportunities for partnership with
outside organizations or potential donors
to be cultivated), and other public
response to your production that may have
raised the profile of your department or
school in the wider community.

Educational impact

...highlighting specific curricular and
mission alignments, in addition to data
about student participation. Be sure to
emphasize any co-curricular partnerships
with other teachers ro departments and
show evidence of the learning
opportunities you created, as well as
student response and/or engagement.

FINAL THANKS
It’s always a good idea to write handwritten notes of thanks to your Production Team, student
leaders, volunteers, donors, administrators, and anyone else who contributed significantly to
the production.
Try to be specific with your appreciation and make each note personal to the recipient. There’s
nothing like a sincere expression of gratitude to promote ongoing positive and mutually
beneficial relationships.
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About

ON THE
STAGE
On The Stage is the all-in-one online platform designed for school, community, and independent
theatre makers—by theatre professionals with real tech industry experience.

WE BELIEVE
Creativity thrives when artists and educators have the resources they need.
Art is most successful in an environment of sustainable resources and engaged, authentic
relationship with its audience.
Everyone deserves access to the tools and support they need to bring their visions
into the world.

WE PROVIDE
Our fully integrated, Broadway-style business and promotional tools support theatre educators in
achieving their creative, community engagement, and financial goals.
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On The Stage’s all-in-one toolkit includes:
A user-friendly online TICKETING system that saves time, increases accuracy and
detail of reporting, and streamlines processes for producers, patrons, box office
workers, and volunteers.
A public-facing PROMOTION portal, fully branded with client/production content and
designed to function as a hub for all online marketing and grassroots promotional
efforts.
Adaptable AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT features, such as social linking, a customized
and hassle-free merchandise shop, multimedia uploads directly to web pages, season
subscriptions, donation processing, and list collection for future promotions.
An end-to-end STREAMING PLATFORM to let you produce, promote, ticket, and
stream your show to a remote audience, whether you’re recording everything virtually
or staging a traditional production for at-home ticket holders.
Best-in-class SUPPORT from dedicated Product Specialists, from the first day
with ON THE STAGE through final reporting and planning for your next production.
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In The

BUSINESS OF
TECHNOLOGY.
IN SERVICE
TO THE ARTS.
In this internet age, your show’s potential should never be limited by the size of your
budget or the savvy of your support team. We make the business side of your job
easier so you can focus on what matters most.

WE ARE ON THE STAGE. THE SHOW MUST GO ON[LINE].

FIND OUT IF ON THE STAGE IS RIGHT
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
BOOK A DEMO TODAY

